IT Security Audit
The key to understanding
your security exposure.

Can you identify
and manage all the
risks in your business?
There are many different types of businesses, each
with unique priorities, but they all have one thing in
common. They face unpredictable, fast-changing risks.
With the rapid increase of cyber threats, and attacks
becoming more sophisticated and persuasive,
the results can be devastating. Breaches to an
organisation’s security aren’t just costly – they can
cause significant damage to company reputation.
With more than 43 per cent of cyber-attacks now
targeting small-to-medium sized businesses, can you
identify and manage all the risks in your business?

Advanced protection and expert
advice is vital in protecting your
organisation

We review six key areas:

Network security

TechPath’s IT Security Audit goes beyond the
industry standards. It is designed to identify
and assess vulnerabilities to mitigate the risk of
operational disruption, data theft and revenue

Server security

loss, while securing your intellectual property
and protecting your reputation.
IT security is not just about antivirus, firewalls and password
complexity – it is also about people. User training is as vital

Host based security

as best practice policies and processes when it comes to
ensuring that your technology solutions are working to their
full potential.
It is essential that every business knows where they stand
when it comes to security, and it pays to have the experts
on your side. TechPath simplifies IT security, so you can

Physical security

secure the future of your business.

About TechPath
All kinds of Australian organisations, from many industries,
count on TechPath to provide technology solutions that are

Auditing and
compliance

perfectly aligned to their business needs. No matter how
their environments change, customers can trust TechPath to
help them to get the most from their technology investment.
We draw upon the creativity and expertise of our dedicated,
friendly team to custom design boldly innovative solutions,

User awareness

leading to powerful business outcomes.

‘Security vulnerabilities can
present huge risks, with the threat
of service disruption, data theft,
damage to reputation and lost revenue.’

Take the worry out of IT security in your organisation.
Talk to TechPath today about securing your
IT environment - and your business.

1300 033 300
sales@techpath.com.au
www.techpath.com.au

